DIMENSION MOBILE

DIMENSION MOBILE with BALLISTIC ARMOR CORE
DIMENSION MOBILE
Clean, Contemporary Design

The Dimension Mobile™, designed and built by Egan Visual, brings inspiration to your environment anywhere you work and think. With a design consistent with the modern and popular Dimension Stele line of Presentation Boards from Egan, Dimension Mobile uses Egan Boxcore™ technology to transform your space with functional and beautiful portable space division.

Turn any space into a collaboration area, or influence sightlines with its modern, clean look. Highly functional thanks to the EVS® infill, Dimension Mobile is guaranteed-to-clean. The matte-white finish is low gloss which reduces ambient glare and is optimized for projection. It’s also magnet compatible.

Dimension Mobile is Built to Inspire™ so it’s professional grade through and through. 1 1/8” (29mm) thick aluminum Boxcore unibody design for strength, stiffness, flatness and an ultra-thin bezel. It’s also designed for multiple Dimension Mobiles to be nested neatly.

Flush Torx bolts secure the powdercoated steel base to easy-pivot, locking casters. Custom colors are available for the base and frame. Customize with EganINK.
EGAN BALLISTIC ARMOR CORE™

Improve Personnel Safety

Dimension Mobile with Egan Ballistic Armor Core provides all the high design form and function of the Dimension Mobile with the additional feature of providing a bullet-resistant core which can be used in Active Shooter events. Active Shooter Events are on the rise in many regions. Since 2000, 50 of 50 states have suffered an Incident, and there is on average more than one incident per day in the United States. Business and Education environments were the site of 70% of all incidents. Many or most workplaces and education facilities now have protocols or Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) in place.

Most protocols have, as a key component, "shelter in-place" components, however the spaces to which they apply have no actual shelter that is a safe place for refuge. EAPs may instruct children, teachers, and other civilians to hide behind desks or walls, however, drywall, wood, glass, and cement block do not provide protection from assault weapons. The Egan Dimension Mobile with Ballistic Armor Core can protect against multiple shots without failing, buying precious time in an Active Shooter event.

The Ballistic Armor Core meets National Institute of Justice Standard 0108.01, “Ballistic Resistant Protective Materials” Type III (High Powered Rifle) and all weapons rated lower, including 12-gauge rifle slug and “most handgun threats” including 44 Magnum, and 9mm. Egan Visual will neither consult nor advise you on your Emergency Action Plans or procedures. In the photo shown (at left), you can see the multi strike capability in the core. This particular test resulted in zero piercings and no deformation to the back of the core plate.

Protection at Level IV (Armor Piercing Rifle) can also be specified on the Egan Custom Response program. Custom sizes may be possible on Custom Response. Other Egan products may be specified with the Egan Ballistic Armor Core under our Custom Response program.
ADDITIONAL MOBILES FROM EGAN

Glasswrite Mobiles
A Frame Mobiles
Egan Lite Mobiles
V-Series Mobiles

COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

EganCloth (EVEC)
Egan NeoMagnet (ACEAMAG)
Egan VersaEraser (EVVE)
Dry-Erase Markers (ACDZ)
Marker Tray (EVCC12EM-M)